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Abstract
The Aedes aegypti mosquito, known as the vector for Zika, dengue, chikungunya, and yellow fever viruses, has historically been targeted by public health campaigns as an enemy to be eliminated. However, new strategies, such as the transgenic approach, biologically modify the A. aegypti so that they can be deployed to control their own population—here, mosquito breeding and mating is operationalized as an insecticide. In this case, the insect must be simultaneously a friend and an enemy, cared for and killed, and it must establish encounters and nonencounters. Drawing on ethnographic fieldwork at a "biofactory" in the northeast of Brazil dedicated to mass-producing these transgenic mosquitoes, this article investigates the new forms of labor and value produced through these contrasting human-mosquito relations. The author also examines how the project is implemented within broader geopolitics of experimentation and more-than-human gendered conceptions. Analyzing the multispecies relationships engendered under the premise that it is possible to produce nonencounters, she identifies the historical conditions and promissory claims of transforming the A. aegypti’s reproductive capacity into labor for killing. Such recasting yields what the author calls the "nonencounter value" within the scientific remaking of mosquitoes, their becoming and being.
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Resumo
O mosquito Aedes aegypti, conhecido como o vetor dos vírus Zika, dengue, chikungunya e febre amarela tem sido o alvo de campanhas de saúde pública, sendo visto historicamente como um inimigo a ser eliminado. No entanto, novas estratégias, como a abordagem transgênica, modificam biologicamente os mosquitos a fim de empregá-los no controle de sua própria população—aqui, a criação e o acasalamento de mosquitos são operationalizados como inseticida. Nesse caso, o inseto precisa ser, ao mesmo tempo, amigo e inimigo, precisa ser cuidado e ser morto e precisa estabelecer encontros e não encontros. Com base em pesquisa etnográfica, feita em uma “biofábrica” dedicada à produção em massa desses mosquitos transgênicos no Nordeste brasileiro, Reis-Castro investiga as novas formas de trabalho e de valor produzidas por meio dessas relações contrastantes entre humanos e mosquitos. A autora examina, também, como o projeto é implementado, de maneira mais ampla, a partir de uma geopolítica de experimentação e de concepções mais-que-humanas gendradas. A partir de uma análise das
The First Bite

At the end of a day of fieldwork in Juazeiro, a city in Northeast Brazil, I sat in bed trying to write up my notes. A noisy fan in my small room was not alleviating the suffocating heat, so I moved to the porch to breathe in some fresh air. Not long after I sat down, an itch on my left arm prompted a quick swat from my right hand. I turned my hand over to see a dead mosquito, with blood smeared on my skin. During my stay in Juazeiro, in the semiarid region of the Bahia state, mosquitoes, which in this region are broadly called muriçocas, were a constant presence. The itchiness caused by their bites is a nuisance, but they can also be dangerous: some mosquitoes convey disease pathogens. As I inspected the dead mosquito that afternoon my trained eye recognized its black-and-white stripes as a telltale signature of the *Aedes aegypti*, a species notorious for transmitting viruses such as dengue, chikungunya, Zika, and (urban) yellow fever.

It was the *A. aegypti* that had brought me to Juazeiro. To be more precise, what had lured me here was a biofábrica, a “biofactory” that was mass-producing a version of *A. aegypti*, genetically modified to carry a transgene that could prevent the mosquito offspring from reaching adulthood. These modified insects were to be released in hopes that they would mate with “wild” *A. aegypti*, leading to the death of the (heterozygote) progeny of such couplings. The goal was to reduce the overall *A. aegypti* population, lessening the transmission of mosquito-borne diseases. From April to May 2013 I conducted fieldwork with scientists and workers producing this transgenic organism, exploring the apparently paradoxical situation of deploying mosquitoes as a strategy to tackle mosquito-borne diseases. In this article I report on how my scientist interlocutors worked to make the *A. aegypti* embody a “solution” to the very “problem” the insects constituted. They hoped to turn mosquitoes—framed as “enemies” of humans—into an odd kind of “ally,” agents that could undo their own kind.

Anthropologists and science and technology studies (STS) scholars examining manipulated mosquitoes have highlighted how these strategies transform multispecies relations, turning the mosquito into a “flying public health tool,” an “auxiliary” instrument in attempts to control diseases. The company promoting this strain of transgenic

1. In the presence of the antibiotic tetracycline the transgene is not expressed or is expressed at a very low and nonlethal level, enabling rearing in a lab or biofactory.
mosquito has trademarked the names “Friendly Mosquito” in English and “Aedes do Bem” (the Good Aedes) in Portuguese, using these terms in their publicity campaigns—a clear declaration that for the project to work, public perceptions of mosquitoes must change. I argue here, however, that implementing this genetic strategy entails more than just turning a loathed organism into some sort of “friendly” mosquito. If the A. aegypti did not transmit diseases or did not exist in that area there would be no reason to release its transgenic counterpart. To put it differently, the mosquito can exist as an “ally” or a “friend” only to the extent that it also exists (simultaneously) as an enemy. In what follows I offer ethnographic descriptions of rearing practices inside the biofactory and of public engagement activities to ask: How is the implementation of this new biotechnology contingent on the calculated, careful, and constant manipulation of multispecies relations? How are new forms of labor and of value engendered through these contrasting multispecies relations?

Attempts to control, eliminate, and even eradicate mosquitoes are far from new—especially in Brazil, where humans have a long, shared history with the A. aegypti. Other anthropologists examining mosquito control strategies have studied the often intimate work required to disentangle these insects from human lives and space. The case I examine differs from such studies in that the mosquitoes themselves are expected to enable a severing of relations with humans. Mosquito bodies are molded to instrumentalize their breeding/mating capacities: transgenic females must keep reproducing the strain and transgenic males must mate with the wild females to unmake their own species. When transgenic mosquitoes are deployed their own reproduction is transformed into labor for killing. mosquito breeding and mating are operationalized as insecticide.

This genetic modification of the A. aegypti was done on the grounds that, since this species can transmit pathogens, its absence will be beneficial to human health. The reformulation of mosquito breeding and mating into a sort of deadly reproductive labor can be understood as an example of the making of what medical sociologist Catherine Waldby has defined as “biovalue,” which is “generated wherever the generative and transformative productivity of living entities can be instrumentalized along lines which make them useful for human projects.” However, while Waldby has mostly focused on how biotechnology yields vitality on a cellular or molecular level to capitalize on it, in

3. Túlio da Silva Maia’s ethnographic research with sertanejos in the Brazilian northeast countryside, however, shows another form of human-mosquito relation. da Silva Maia, “The Mosquito Struggle.”
5. Of course instrumentalizing nonhuman animal’s reproductive capacities for human desires (e.g., breeding) is far from new. Ritvo, The Animal Estate.
the case of the transgenic mosquitoes this is done to produce change on an ecological level. Along the way these ecological relations are transformed into economic ones. If the strategy is successful in reducing the $A. \text{aegypti}$ population and, consequently, the cases of mosquito-borne diseases, the government can claim not only to be promoting health but also lessening the “economic burden” of these diseases.\(^8\)

For the strategy to work, transgenic mosquitoes must mate with their wild kind, encountering them to create nonencounters with humans. Therefore, the strategy aims to produce what I call “nonencounter value.” Here, I draw from feminist STS scholar Donna Haraway, who, expanding the Marxian categories of use value and exchange value, has proposed the notion of “encounter value”: value created through relations that are primarily experiential rather than utility-based or market-ready.\(^9\) In the case of this genetic strategy, value was generated through the experience of not being bitten by the transgenic males as well as the embodied promise that these insects would reduce the population size of their (biting) species. It was this nonencounter, this absence—a future severing of human-mosquito relations—that motivated the rearing and release of these value-added insects.

Environmental humanities scholars have critiqued early multispecies studies’ emphases on relationality, calling attention to how, in some situations, distance, difference, separation, and exclusion are the order of the day.\(^10\) The cultural geographer Franklin Ginn, for example, has examined gardeners’ desire for nonrelations with slugs in their efforts to “create spaces around hoped-for-absence rather than relation.”\(^11\) Indeed, when it comes to mosquitoes, human attention has mostly been directed toward establishing “interspecies separation” from these buzzing, biting organisms.\(^12\) The transgenic mosquito strategy, however, entails more than simply creating distance.\(^13\) This strategy is defined by ambivalent, paradoxical relations: the insect must be simultaneously a friend and an enemy, cared for and killed, and it must establish encounters and nonencounters.

The social anthropologist Matei Candea has explored how relational attitudes, such as detachment and engagement, need not be understood as polar opposites.\(^14\) Based on

---

8. Martelli et al., “Economic Impact of Dengue.” Within this framing these modified mosquitoes are recruited as infrastructural to capital, by creating healthy and able citizens/workers.
13. A certain (hopefully controlled) intimacy with unwanted beings to create distance happens across a variety of situations: it is the logic behind the development of vaccines. Benchimol, *Febre Amarela.* Other examples include the deployment of “Judas goats” in Guadaloupe, Mexico, to track down herds or the cultivation of specific plants in Piauí, Brazil, to feed the pests (so that they do not eat the fields). Wanderer, “Biologies of Betrayal”; Pereira, “Os Reis Do Quiabo,” 110-115.
14. For a similar argument on human-bear relations, see Metcalf, “Intimacy without Proximity.”
fieldwork with biologists studying Kalahari meerkats, Candea describes how “appropriate detachment was a sine qua non condition of engagement”: the researchers had to put in a lot of work to establish a detached relation with the meerkats, while Candea also had to develop a cultivated distance to connect with the researchers.15 Whereas with meerkats the intention was to maintain “proper distance” to establish a connection, in the case of transgenic mosquitoes, scientists and workers at the biofactory had to engage in a temporary intimacy and proximity—but only as long as it was useful in the goal of eventually creating distance and promoting a nonencounter.

To examine this nonencounter I investigate that, while the efficacy of the project depends on wild female mosquitoes considering their transgenic counterparts to be members of their own species, the viability of the effort lies in convincing local human populations that the transgenic A. aegypti is unlike the much-hated and much-feared biting mosquito, the muriçoca. As a result, to implement this genetic strategy proponents of this technology had to reengineer not only the mosquito body but also three different aspects of the human-mosquito encounter. First, they had to transform an insect that has long been an enemy into an ally. Second, they needed to make, rather than kill, mosquitoes. Third, they had to reenvision human-mosquito encounters as ones in which mosquitoes (especially the released ones) do not bite humans. As they tried to make sense of and explain these radically novel terms of human-mosquito relations proponents of these genetically modified organisms nonetheless often made use of older visions of animality: they deployed antiquated sociobiological ideas about males as heroic and horny and females as villainous and picky. Apparently novel mosquito-human socialities were quickly narrated in ways that aligned with all-too-hegemonic, gendered human socialities.

As Haraway has argued, human becoming and being is constituted through encounters with “companion species”—those organisms that make us materially and discursively what and who we are.16 Whereas Haraway writes that “becoming is always a becoming with,”17 I suggest that becoming can also be a becoming without, through multispecies relations that occur under the premise and motivation of producing nonencounters. Drawing from the environmental humanities and the anthropology and history of science I identify the historical conditions and promissory claims in the transformation of A. aegypti’s reproductive capacity, recasting it into labor for killing and yielding nonencounter value within the scientific remaking of mosquitoes, their becoming and being.

16. Her primary example is the domesticated dog. See Haraway, When Species Meet.
17. This concept expands from the notion of “becoming” developed by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari—who define it as “new kinds of relations emerging from nonhierarchical alliances, symbiotic attachments, and the mingling of creative agents” cited in Kirksey and Helmreich, “The Emergence of Multispecies Ethnography,” 546. Haraway also borrows from Vinciane Despret, “The Body We Care for.”
The Enemy: When Death Has Wings
Female mosquitoes need blood to mature their eggs. An A. aegypti that bites someone with dengue can become infected with the virus, and later, as it bites another person, the mosquito’s infected saliva enters the human body. It is in this second act of biting that mosquitoes transmit diseases. That day on the porch, as I stared at the mosquito and at blood on the palm of my hand, my fear of contracting dengue fever became a visceral reminder of what is behind the sometimes-abstract numbers, showing the increase and spread of cases. The city was having an outbreak, and the bite—that fleeting encounter—could have infected me with the virus.

Historians of science have shown that, once the scientific community agreed that the A. aegypti’s bites could transmit yellow fever, the insect became the target of strategies to control the disease. In 1881 the Cuban doctor Carlos Finlay first theorized that yellow fever was propagated through an agent that is “completely independent from disease and [the] diseased.” Six months later Finlay asserted that the Stegomyia fasciata—now known as A. aegypti—was the disease’s intermediary vector based on epidemiological observations: data on the spread of yellow fever coincided with the geographical and seasonal activity of the mosquito.

In 1900 the Reed Commission, part of the US Army’s occupation program in Cuba, set up experiments focused on investigating the biting/being bitten encounter to prove that the mosquito was indeed the disease’s vector. On a secluded camping ground the commission’s researchers let mosquitoes, which had beforehand fed on the blood of infected patients, bite them. Two researchers fell ill and one of them died. Later experiments were conducted on volunteers from the army medical corps and on recent immigrants from Spain. Thus, contrary to Finlay’s findings, which were based on data that “could not be accepted as proof” by the experimental scientific community, Reed had offered “a demonstration through experience” of the relation between mosquito bite and illness. For the philosopher of science François Delaporte, the notion of disease vectors redefined the alliances among living things. Or as Georges Canguilhem put in the foreword to Delaporte’s book, “the elucidation of yellow fever’s mode of transmission altered the figure of Death,” making possible a rhetoric that claimed that “Death has wings.”

18. However, the susceptibility of mosquitoes to dengue virus varies—that is, not all mosquitoes biting a viremic person become infected and then infectious.
19. There are also some cases of vertical transmission (infected A. aegypti female or male transferring the virus to their offspring). Ferreira-De-Lima and Lima-Camara, “Natural Vertical Transmission of Dengue Virus.”
20. Löwy, Virus, mosquitos e modernidade, 34. Löwy’s quotations were translated by the author.
21. Reed was the only member of the team to not experiment on himself. On the colonial and racial legacies of these experiments, see Herzig, Suffering for Science; Lederer, Subjected to Science.
22. Löwy, Virus, mosquitos e modernidade, 64–65; also Espinosa, Epidemic Invasions.
24. There are invertebrate vectors that do not have wings. Canguilhem probably had in mind the mosquito, which has become the prime example of a vector.
The historian of science Ilana Löwy also remarks that vectorial transmission was simultaneously “unsettling and reassuring,” since avoiding contact with sick people could be easier than avoiding the ubiquitous mosquitoes. At the same time “experts hoped,” Löwy notes, “that the mosquito would reveal itself to be the weak link in the chain and that its elimination would lead to the eradication of the pathology whose agents it disseminates.”

Thus, historical studies have also described how the notion of a vector and the attempts to address yellow fever by targeting the A. aegypti were key to the emergence of the notion of species eradication. Models were created and war-like campaigns implemented to eradicate the A. aegypti species—a deed that through the extensive and widespread use of DDT was, for a while, considered to be within reach.

After decades of antimosquito campaigns, by 1958 Brazil received an “eradication certificate” from the Pan American Health Organization.

This “eradication,” however, did not last. In 1967 the researcher Habib Fraiha, from the Evandro Chagas Institute, reported the presence of the A. aegypti in Belém. But concerns about the mosquito’s return were dismissed: either because the military rulers, in power from 1964 to 1985, did not see the insect as a serious threat, or because the A. aegypti’s reappearance could be seen as damaging their leadership and government’s reputation—probably both. In the 1980s the insect became the vector for another pathogen: the dengue virus, which can cause a debilitating disease also known in English as “breakbone fever.” The state of Roraima had the first dengue epidemic in 1981–1982, followed by the major 1986 epidemic in Rio de Janeiro. From Rio, the disease quickly spread to other parts of the country—the dengue virus had made visible the widespread presence of the A. aegypti throughout Brazil.

The mosquito’s bites were, once more, a potentially dangerous encounter and, therefore, the insect was, again, framed as an enemy to be eliminated. With the increasing spread of dengue, the Ministry of Health created the 1996 Program for A. aegypti Eradication (PEAa) to coordinate national efforts. Nevertheless, (re)eradication was eventually ruled to be “technically infeasible” by Ministry of Health experts, so in 2002 another program was launched: the National Program for Dengue Control (PNCD).

This meant a shift from eradication to monitoring (vigilância), with governmental institutions and careers, national and local policies and campaigns, and budget allocations all focused on addressing dengue by controlling the A. aegypti population. However,

25. Löwy, Virus, mosquitos e modernidade, 14.
27. Farley, To Cast out Disease; Kinkela, DDT and the American Century.
29. Fraiha, “Reinfestação do Brasil pelo Aedes aegypti.” The mosquito, whose eggs can be dormant for months, might never have been completely eliminated or it might have been introduced from another country.
32. Segata, “A doença socialista e o mosquito dos pobres.”
notwithstanding these efforts, there was an upsurge of cases. In 2013 more than 1.5 million dengue cases were reported in Brazil, with incidences in every state, and with concerns about the increase of a more severe form of dengue—known as hemorrhagic dengue fever—and with it, more fatalities related to the disease.33

Then, in 2015–2016, the A. aegypti—and Brazil—made international headlines. When I had arrived in Juazeiro, in 2013, there had been Zika outbreaks on islands in the Pacific, but these had not attracted much attention.34 Scientists would later establish an association between the virus and neurological complications such as the autoimmune disorder Guillain-Barré syndrome and health issues in fetuses and newborn babies.35 Zika not only drew attention to the social and personal impact of mosquito-borne diseases in families and communities—especially in a context in which disabled people face social barriers and a lack of public policies that address their needs36—but also prompted a renewed attention to vector control strategies. Although Zika can also be sexually transmitted, the A. aegypti was the center of campaigns and policies,37 with strategies such as the transgenic mosquito highlighted as a potential response to curb the disease transmission.38

While these transgenic mosquitoes were presented in popular and scientific media as a new ethical framework for species eradication,39 this technology can be alternatively understood as a new phase in a continuous effort to not encounter these insects. Anthropologists of health and science Ann Kelly and Javier Lezaun have described this historical effort as “insecticidal utopianism”: an eagerness for the nonexistence of certain insects—or at least, their distance from humans.40 Humans have long striven to reinforce a distance between themselves and mosquitoes, with eradication sought by scientists and policy makers as something not only feasible but also desirable. If there is continuity in the human effort to not encounter these insects (considered to be in a potentially dangerous somatic proximity), what is new is the use of mosquitoes themselves in these endeavors—mosquitoes are turned into insecticide.

33. Ministério da Saúde, “Situação epidemiológica.” In 2013 the World Health Organization reported a thirty-fold increase in the global incidence of dengue over the last fifty years. WHO, Sustaining the Drive to Overcome.

34. Duffy et al., “Zika Virus Outbreak on Yap Island.”

35. Miranda-Filho et al., “Initial Description of the Presumed Congenital Zika Syndrome.”


37. On the racial and gendered politics at play in this disregard for the sexual transmission of Zika, see Reis-Castro and Nogueira, “Uma Antropologia Da Transmissão.”

38. For example, see WHO, “Zika Strategic Response Plan.” See also Bennett, “Reinventing Mosquito Control.” As Nading has examined, even before Zika, the deployment of transgenic mosquitoes has often hinged upon “scalar narratives” that anticipate potential global health threats. Nading, “The Lively Ethics of Global Health GMOs.”


This transformation—from an organism that carries a problem (a pathogen) to one that carries the solution (its own species’ self-annihilation)—turns mosquitoes into something valuable. The transgenic mosquito embodies the promise to reduce the cases of mosquito-borne diseases, to improve the health of the human population. By mating with their conspecifics these transgenic insects should foster nonencounters: they are released with the expectation that humans will be able to become without the wild A. aegypti and, by extension, the pathogenic viruses. The mosquito as an “ally” in the quest for healthier humans, however, can only exist to the extent that the mosquito as an “enemy” is still looming, threateningly, in the background. It is through this paradoxical mosquito-human interaction that the strategy can generate health value. To make mosquitoes have value here can be understood not only through the money saved from health and death costs but also the value of the mosquito as a commodity.

The transgenic A. aegypti examined in this article contains a genetic construct developed and patented by Oxitec, a spin-off company of Oxford University, in the United Kingdom. In 2013 Oxitec was trying to assure that their mosquito technology would be considered an effective tool to address diseases. Some scientists (especially those working at Oxitec) claim that, after a prolonged period of releases, the A. aegypti population can be suppressed to a point that results in the mosquito’s local elimination—a rehash of the century-old desire to annihilate the species. However, most entomologists I have talked to assert that, even if the population’s size is reduced, local elimination of the species through this genetic strategy is infeasible. Thus, with this genetic strain, eradication is not truly the goal; in fact, the strategy entails the ongoing, continuous release of this transgenic organism. If releases are discontinued the mosquito population tends to return to its “original” numbers or might even increase. Indeed, results published after my fieldwork showed that there was a suppression of the A. aegypti population during sustained releases but, once these stopped, there was a gradual recovery to prerelease numbers—bringing no long-lasting benefit to residents of the areas where experiments were conducted.

The need for constant releases creates a business model in which, to prevent future A. aegypti generations, there must be a continuous production and release of transgenic mosquitoes. In other words, Oxitec hoped that what was considered a pest would be embraced as a product. This is yet another example of what several anthropologists of science and STS scholars have analyzed as “life itself” being remade through biotechnology, with the generative capacity of living beings and living materials transformed into (lively)

41. In 2015 Oxitec was bought by Intrexon and is now a subsidiary of the US-based synthetic biology corporation.
42. This is the case particularly in places with a widespread presence of A. aegypti (like most Brazilian cities), since the local suppression could be easily undone through migration from surrounding areas.
43. Garziera et al., “Effect of Interruption of Over-Flooding Releases.”
commodities, circulating across different spheres to produce (bio)capital. However, during fieldwork, I could not investigate the (promissory) processes of commodification or capital accumulation in the mosquito, since, at the time, the mosquito was not yet a commodity; it had been approved in Brazil only as part of a research experiment in a collaboration between the São Paulo University and a not-for-profit biofactory.

The Brazilian releases’ rationale was to test if the strategy could be adopted in the country, under the consensus that the current tactics (destroying mosquito breeding sites and spraying insecticide) were not working. If scientists prove the transgenic mosquito’s efficacy Oxitec hoped to leverage Brazil’s particular geopolitical position to further expand the strategy to other countries in the region and consolidate their technique. During my fieldwork I knew the company planned to establish a subsidiary in the southeast of the country (which it later did, in Campinas, São Paulo). With its long and complicated history of “living with” mosquitoes, Brazil was seen as an ideal site to test and validate the genetic strategy.

Although releases were being conducted in the northeast of the country, all staff scientists working on them, as well as the biofactory’s director at the time, were from Brazil’s Southeast. As someone who is also from the southeast region, I was quickly categorized by the biofactory workers—all of whom were locals—as yet another sulista researcher who was there (temporarily) to gather knowledge about the releases. Even though the biofactory had initially been established in 2005 to control pests and contribute to regional agricultural development, and even though the researchers (all of them white, most of them from São Paulo) were convinced they could improve the national policy for mosquito-borne diseases and promote national scientific development, the workers were aware of the politics of conducting experiments in the northeast’s sertão, the semiarid hinterlands—a historically marginalized part of the country.

The anthropologist of science and health Rosana Castro has described how Brazil’s social and racial (and in this case regional) inequalities are reframed by scientists as conditions that enable and propel scientific research in the country—what Castro defines as “opportune precariousness.” Thus, the workers’ jokes and remarks about the sulistas could be understood as social commentaries on the regional geopolitics at play in these experimental releases. Medical anthropologist Johanna Crane has described

44. For example, see Franklin and Lock, Remaking Life and Death; Helmreich, “Species of Biocapital”; Sunder Rajan, Biocapital; Cooper, Life as Surplus; Roosth, Synthetic.
46. On the international geopolitics at play in these releases, see Reis-Castro and Hendrickx, “Winged Promises”; for a broader theorization of international-interspecies relations, see Gutkowski, “Bodies That Count.”
47. The only exception was a student from the nearby Federal University of the Vale do São Francisco, who was developing her master’s thesis in collaboration with the biofactory.
48. For an analysis of the importance and limits of positionality, see Robinson, Hungry Listening.
49. Castro, “Precariedades oportunas, terapias insulares.”
similar circumstances in collaborations between Uganda and US-based universities, where the “poverty and inequality” that institutions in the United States (or in Europe) are aspiring to “remedy is also what makes their global health programs both possible and popular.”

Crane defines these as “valuable inequalities”; in the Brazilian case, then, they would be national valuable inequalities. After all, within Brazil, “Our [global] North is the South.”

Brazil was the third country in which this particular transgenic mosquito strain was released. During my fieldwork mosquitoes were released in a few neighborhoods in the outskirts of Juazeiro, but preparations were underway for a citywide project in Jacobina, also located in the state of Bahia. These larger-scale releases were, as the president of the biofactory told me one day, “the real thing.” Jacobina was the “real thing” because releases there were intended to prove not simply the effectiveness of this technology but also the feasibility of transforming transgenic mosquitoes into a large-scale public health program. Here, a crucial aspect was producing these insects at the numbers needed for these extensive releases. In the next section I describe how these transgenic mosquitoes needed to be reared as care-demanding organisms as well as standardized productions of large-scale manufacturing.

The Work of (Re)Production

One day I arrived at the biofactory to find workers and scientists celebrating. Once they saw me, they called “Luísa, come see how wonderful the posturas (layings) were!” I noticed that the 10 × 30 cm paper strips had much darker stains than others I had seen before. These stains contained hundreds, even thousands, of mosquito eggs. I asked if they knew why the females had laid more eggs. They explained that another container with water and an extra paper strip had been added inside the cages. One of the scientists, Jacqueline, commented, “Maybe they were too stressed with not enough space before. It’s great that they have laid so many more eggs! We really need it to increase production.” Control over the insects’ capacity for biological reproduction was vital for the feasibility and continuity of the project: the production of transgenic mosquitoes. Therefore, scientists and workers in the biofactory were seeking ways to allow them to cater to the mosquitoes’ needs while simultaneously improving the efficiency needed for mass-production.

51. The sentence “Our north is the South” is Mercosul’s motto, based on Uruguayan artist Joaquín Torres García’s 1935 “The School of the South Manifesto” and 1943 drawing “Inverted America.”
53. All names are pseudonyms.
Rearing transgenic *A. aegypti*, however, is quite different from the insects’ reproduction and development out in the environment. While *A. aegypti* is known for its capacity to adapt and survive under a variety of conditions, inside the laboratory rearing the transgenic counterpart had become quite demanding. Sustaining “an uninterrupted cycle of mosquito reproduction under laboratory conditions,” as Kelly and Lezaun have described, is usually a challenging endeavor—a process entomologists commonly refer to as “colonization.”\(^{54}\) In these “colonies” even small differences in the room temperature or the number of mosquitoes in a cage can cause significant variation in the number of eggs laid. The careful attention required for rearing often clashed with the imperative to increase production. If too many mosquitoes were crammed in a cage almost no eggs would be laid; if the right amount of fish-food (which is what is usually used to rear mosquitoes) was not patiently measured and added into the trays larvae would not turn into pupae. To facilitate rearing conditions, and as part of the public funding to test this strategy, in June 2012 the *Unidade de Produção do Aedes Transgênico* (Production Unit for Transgenic Aedes), or UPAT, was constructed: a 720 m\(^2\), one-story building, with a 450 m\(^2\) room dedicated to rearing, with rows of racks holding trays filled with larvae and cages filled with mosquitoes.\(^{55}\)

Every day during fieldwork, as I entered the UPAT building, I had to choose two possible entrances—one, on the left, with a sign saying *Feminino*, and another, on the right, saying *Masculino*. These doors would take one to separate bathrooms and changing rooms. But it was not just humans who were differentiated daily as they had to decide between left and right to enter the UPAT. Since the project aimed at releasing only nonbiting transgenic males, sex-separation of mosquitoes—described as *sexagem* (sexing)—was arguably the most-labor intensive task of production. These to-be-released males were called *mosquitos de supressão* (suppression mosquitoes) because of their assigned role to reduce the *A. aegypti* population. Only males were released, but females were still needed in the UPAT to maintain the continuous production of the mosquitos de supressão. Those that stayed inside the UPAT were the *mosquitos de colônia* (colony mosquitoes), continuing the lineage in a collection of cages, each containing around 1,500 females and 500 males.

Mosquitoes were sexed using a device known as a “plate separator,” instrumentalizing body size because “larvae tend to be smaller than male pupae which are in turn smaller than female pupae.”\(^{56}\) The insects were dropped into a space between two glass panes, held together by four adjustable screws. A worker would slowly turn the screws and, with the help of water running out from a small hose, the three groups slid down the two panes and were put into different trays: (1) the smallest ones, the larvae (that
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54. Kelly and Lezaun, “The Wild Indoors,” 383. To describe groups of insects as “colonies” is rooted in an idealized view of colonialism as well as of colonization as “natural”; Brown, “Insects, Colonies, and Idealization.”
56. Carvalho et al., “Mass Production of Genetically Modified *Aedes*,” e3579.
are not yet pupae), stayed on the lower part; (2) the smaller pupae, classified as males, were found in the middle; and (3) the largest pupae, classified as females, stayed in the upper part.

Sexagem was applied not only to the suppression mosquitoes (with only males selected for the releases) but also to those continuing the lineage. Although both sexes were needed in this colony group, attention was directed toward the female mosquitoes and their capacity to lay plentiful and robust eggs—rehashing tendencies among humans to situate reproduction solely on women’s bodies.\textsuperscript{57} That is to say, there was a focus on the production of males and reproduction capacity of females. The rearing of mosquitoes in the biofactory becomes an almost-caricatured insect-version of what feminist scholars have long been pointing out as the perception of women merely as the “means of reproduction.”\textsuperscript{58}

All insects that were not used were put into a bucket, microwaved, and discarded. This killing of mosquitoes that had been carefully and laboriously raised can perhaps be explained through environmental anthropologist Alex Blanchette’s analysis that spaces and logics set in place to protect animals as a species—at times privileging these non-human lives over human ones—can simultaneously consider these individual animals as radically killable (in Blanchette’s case, pigs at a factory farm).\textsuperscript{59} Similarly, besides microwaving “useless” mosquitoes, there was often a playful hunt for insects that had escaped their cages (an activity I participated in many times). Equipped with a racket discharging a small electric current we would swiftly kill these fugitives. After all, their lives were only considered to be valuable to the extent they were executing their role: to eventually kill off their wild counterparts. Eliminating their own species was why these mosquitoes existed, why they had been patented, and why so much work and so many resources were being devoted to their rearing. And, because males and females performed different roles in this endeavor, the multispecies encounter was sexed.

Females were expected to prolifically lay eggs to guarantee uninterrupted production. This next (re)produced generation should be healthy because the released males, I was told, needed to be strong enough to “compete” with wild males—an aspect presented in the scientific literature as the mosquito’s “performance” or “fitness.”\textsuperscript{60} The wild female \textit{A. aegypti}, as one of the researchers commented, could be quite “picky” about choosing her mate, and the modified mosquito, after generations of inbreeding inside the lab, tended to be larger than wild \textit{A. aegypti}. The challenge inside the biofactory, the scientists there explained to me, was to produce transgenic males “strong enough” to compete for females, but “the right size” so females could “recognize” them as potential and viable

\textsuperscript{57} Almeling, “Reproduction.”

\textsuperscript{58} Harris and Young, “Engendered Structures”; Engels, “The Origin of the Family, Private Property, and the State.” Black feminists have also drawn attention to how enslaved women’s reproductive capacity was transformed into reproductive labor to “produce” new slaves; Morgan, \textit{Laboring Women}.

\textsuperscript{59} Blanchette, “Herding Species.”

\textsuperscript{60} Massonnet-Bruneel et al., “Fitness of Transgenic Mosquito \textit{Aedes aegypti} Males.”
mates. For that purpose, the mosquitos de supressão were put into trays that had a higher density of mosquitoes and were given less food than those that would stay in the UPAT to continue the lineage. These sexed male mosquitoes were molded to be “suitable partners,” their bodies instrumentalized to foster encounters with wild females.61

“We release these mosquitoes, and they do all the work for us. This technology works so well, because the best thing machos (males) can do is to find fêmeas (females). All machos think about is sex,” one of the scientists jokingly noted. During fieldwork, I heard many variations of “jokes” about horny machos that, driven by their insatiable and unending desire for sex, won over picky fêmeas. The person telling the joke (almost always a man) would usually not specify that it was about mosquitoes, therefore implying that these remarks referred not just to insects but also to more-than-human gendered sexualities.

This “natural instinct” of males to hunt down females was also mobilized to explain the approach’s efficacy and naturalness. The anthropologist of science Stefan Helmreich has examined how the belief that a biotech product is already latent in biomaternal, seeing organisms as “little laborers,” naturalizes the biotech endeavor—adding a particular type of value to it.62 In the case of the transgenic mosquitoes the costly implementation and the construction of naturalness was made invisible by foregrounding male instinct. The transgenic males were promoted as a sort of (naturally) horny little laborers. In addition, similar to what anthropologist of food Heather Paxson has indicated with her analysis of artisanal cheese-making, the idea that nonhuman labor was being enlisted legitimated the endeavor as being part of a “natural process.”63 Transgenic mosquitoes were not reared/produced to kill but to mate. The undoing of their own species was perceived to be a by-product of their (“natural”) reproductive labor.

This need to put so much work into carefully attending to mosquitoes was viewed with resentment by some workers. In one of my first days visiting the biofactory, I joined Francisca and Jonatan, two workers there, in preparing food for the transgenic larvae. To maintain standardized production the genetically engineered mosquitoes were given the same fish-food that was used in the English laboratory in which they were developed; but in Brazil it was an expensive imported brand. Moreover, the fish-food needed to be ground twice and later sifted to turn it into a very fine powder. These steps ensured that there were no clumps, so it could be precisely measured and more easily dissolved in the water. While they went through this arduous and messy process, Jonatan remarked, “All this imported food and we need to go through all this effort to feed them.” After a short reflective pause, he said, shaking his head, “These mosquitoes have a better life than I have!”

61. For a historical analysis about experiments and interpretations about sexual selection and female choice, see Milam, Looking for a Few Good Males.

62. Helmreich, Alien Ocean. To describe nonhumans as laboring also risks naturalizing and projecting a labor theory of value into all of the planet’s energies; Yanagisako and Delaney, Naturalizing Power; Besky and Blanchette, How Nature Works.”

63. Paxson, The Life of Cheese.
Such comments and jokes about the good life and high maintenance of these mosquitoes were common within the UPAT, where many workers came from low-income backgrounds. The workers would often call attention to the apparent contradiction of spending so much time, energy, and money on rearing an organism that is often an unwanted guest in houses and on bodies. Perhaps the remarks about these mosquitoes—remade to be at the same time commodity and laborer—were also a social critique on how more value seemed to be given to the “labor” of mosquitoes than to the human labor needed to implement this strategy. These instances also highlight the paradoxical situation in which situations that, outside of the UPAT, are fiercely avoided (A. aegypti laying eggs, developing to adulthood, and mating), could only happen at the biofactory because of labor-intensive efforts and expensive infrastructure.

Workers had to care for the enemy while also killing the ally to manufacture mosquitoes in order to (eventually) eliminate them. Through a sexual division of reproductive labor, horny little laborers were to be released with the mission of betraying their own species. But the viability of this strategy depended on the local human population perceiving mosquitoes being released as severing the human-mosquito relation. To convince them proponents presented the transgenic (male) as a nonbiting organism. In the next section I describe the different ways in which the scientists attempted to redefine the mosquito-human encounter of biting/being bitten.

### Bites, Blood, Saliva, and Sweat

Research in genetics and sensorial behavior argues that the A. aegypti preference for human blood could be traced back to a genetic evolutionary adaptation that makes it more sensitive to human odors. Beyond genes and smells, it is important to highlight how A. aegypti has become habituated to people and insists on encountering humans. This unwanted “domestic but not domesticated” organism—with which we share our streets, homes, and bodies—is highly urban, cosmopolitan, and anthropophilic, with a long history of living with and alongside humans. Inasmuch as females bite because blood is a requirement to enable the mosquito’s reproduction, humans usually do not want the bite, do not want the insect’s proboscis piercing their skin, and do not want mosquito saliva, which might contain pathogens. In this multispecies interaction, the exchange of fluids means the survival of some beings (mosquitoes) but a potential threat to others (humans). The bite, then, is a haptic reminder of how the production of diseases is always relational in our porous and permeable bodies.

---
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In spite of this preference, during my time visiting the biofactory I learned that enough human blood could not be acquired to meet the demands of large-scale mosquito production. Thus, goat blood from a local abattoir was used. A worker would take a metal plate, wrap it with plastic foil, and inject the goat blood in between the metal plate and the plastic foil. To attend to the A. aegypti’s preference for humans, however, before injecting the blood some workers would also rub the plastic foil on their face and neck, to get some of their sweat/smell, and only then wrap it around the metal plate. Additionally, a heat bag was placed on top of the blood and metal. The temperature and human smell would incite more mosquitoes to bite and, as a result, more eggs would be laid. These practices attempted to create the first redefinition of the biting/being bitten encounter: by mimetically transforming blood of a goat—an animal which is food for humans—into a form of humans as food, the transgenic A. aegypti could be fed (and therefore reproduce) without having them pierce their proboscis into human skin.

The paramount human-mosquito encounter that had to be reenvisioned, however, was the one outside the UPAT. Usually I could not accompany releases because they were conducted from a small pickup truck with no space for me. But one day another car was used to accommodate a news group reporting on the transgenic mosquitoes, and I was able to go along. I watched as plastic containers were opened, releasing swarming mosquitoes in the streets of Juazeiro. It was late morning and the sun shone brightly. Together with Fernando, one of the staff scientists, I sat under a tree waiting, while the news crew filmed as the insects flew through the streets. As we complained about the heat, away from the car’s air conditioner, I asked if it was not too hot for the mosquitoes. Fernando explained that when the project first started in Juazeiro, releases were conducted in the late afternoon because during the day the hot dry weather from the sertão could harm the mosquitoes’ ability to fly—but late afternoon was also when the muriçocas would fly out to bite.

The similarity between the release time and the muriçoca-biting time led to some questions and complaints from residents. Fernando recounted, “They [residents] would see this cloud of mosquitoes being released, thousands of them, and at the same time they were being bitten. We tried to explain that it was a different mosquito, but they were sure the ones we were releasing were the ones biting them.” To head off such an interpretation, releases started to be conducted in the morning, even though the heat could prevent some mosquitoes from flying or even kill a few. Fernando then added, “It’s better to release them [transgenic mosquitoes] in the morning. Some will not make it and because of that we might have to release more.” He sighed. “But it’s better than having people think our mosquitoes are biting them.”

While the biting/being bitten encounter is vital for mosquito reproduction and its species continuity, for humans it can be not just a nuisance but also possibly harmful or even fatal. It is the very acknowledgment of how our bodies and communities are constituted through desirable and undesirable relations with other beings—our relatedness,
as environmental anthropologist Radhika Govindrajan puts it—\(^{69}\)—that marks the A. aegypti as an enemy. Therefore, proponents of these genetically modified mosquitoes focused on the biting/being bitten encounter to convince locals that releasing more insects was actually a solution and not worsening the problem.

As part of the group’s public engagement effort, I traveled over the course of a weekend to Jacobina with a worker and a staff scientist to organize an event before releases in the city. We set up a small tent in the main shopping street and we brought a box of fine mesh net packed with swarming transgenic mosquitoes to showcase. While we prepared for the day’s activities, the scientist, Pedro, confirmed that there were only males in the box, putting his hand inside and making sure none of the mosquitoes would bite him. He knew that errors can happen in sex separation based on pupal size\(^{70}\) and that one single biting mosquito would be enough to alarm those around it, failing the expected goal of acquiring public support. Throughout the day passersby were invited to put their hands inside the box and confirm that they would not be bitten. To have the hand surrounded by swarming A. aegypti was to have proximity without the bite. To put the hand inside a box teeming with mosquitoes became an evidentiary practice: a somatic test to establish a new kind of human-mosquito relation. This choreographed encounter, these nonbites of transgenic males, proponents hoped, should represent a performative, experiential promise of a nonencounter—thus yielding the nonencounter value of these genetically modified organisms.

That day in Jacobina as we stood underneath the tent, one person passing by pointed to the box of swarming mosquitoes and asked, “Are these the mosquitoes da dengue (the dengue mosquitoes)?” The person looked at me for a reply but I genuinely did not know how to respond—the sameness or not of these transgenic mosquitoes with their nontransgenic conspecifics was (and still is) the very question intriguing me. But Pedro quickly came toward us and answered, “No, no. This is a transgenic mosquito.” The person skeptically stared at the box. So the scientist started to describe how the transgenic mosquito strategy worked, how the group releasing it had been dealing with this strain for a long time, and how the experiments in Juazeiro and other parts of the world had been done. Then, he added, “We are only releasing males. They are the heroes that arrived to fight dengue. It is only the female that bites for blood. It is she who is the villain in this story.”

This sort of villainous portrayal is also evident in one of Oxitec’s early promotional videos: a short animation of an interview with two anthropomorphized A. aegypti, a female and a male. Outfitted with tiny high heels, the female (Aegypta) is depicted as having an abrasive and unkind personality, her recurrent laugh sounding particularly evil. When confronted about transmitting dengue, Aegypta disdainfully dismisses the whole thing as not being her problem while also mocking the many failed human attacks

\(^{69}\) Govindrajan, Animal Intimacies.  
\(^{70}\) Phuc et al., “Late-Acting Dominant Lethal Genetic Systems.”
against her. She even scorns the male mosquito (Haedes) for being a “veggie” (vegetarian) and being good at nothing more than following her around. Haedes, on the other hand, is characterized in a much more sympathetic way. The male is soft-spoken and seemingly submissive until it is revealed, at the very end, that he is secretly deceiving the female: Haedes is a transgenic mosquito.

As medical anthropologist Alex Nading argues in his investigation of how community health workers in Nicaragua presented the female A. aegypti as “single mothers,” metaphors and jokes connecting humans and mosquitoes can be understood as means to bring worlds together, to recognize both similarity and difference across our shared multispecies lives—what environmental anthropologist Kay Milton defines as “egomorphism,” a recognition that nonhumans are “just like us” rather than “humanlike.”

In the case of transgenic A. aegypti, it seemed that to make sense of the remaking of human-mosquito encounters into significantly new terms, proponents of this technology had to hold on to more-than-human gendered stereotypes of horny males and picky females, of heroic males and villainous females. And, to frame the male transgenic mosquito as an ally (a hero!), proponents of this strategy also had to foreground the act of biting and the biological need for blood—something only females seek—as the defining characteristic in the negative human-mosquito relationship.

The Final Bite

The genetic strategy examined in this article is only one among various techniques aimed at biologically modifying mosquitoes so they can be deployed to control mosquito-borne diseases. Alternatives include other strains of genetically engineered mosquitoes, bacterium-infected mosquitoes with a hindered capacity to transmit pathogens, and irradiated mosquitoes turned sterile.

What all these techniques have in common is that they operationalize the insect’s reproductive capacity, which is transformed into reproductive labor enlisted in the quest for human health. For example, on its website Oxitec promotes its patented A. aegypti as a “solution [that] harnesses the natural instincts of male mosquitoes to find females in the wild.” It is through this (“natural”) deadly reproductive labor that, according to the genetic strategy proponents, mosquito-borne diseases can be mitigated.

71. The original video is in (British) English. It’s also available in the Oxitec Brasil YouTube channel (www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHYADWpNldc) with a mixture of dubbing and subtitles in Portuguese. The video also displays other topics discussed in this article, including highlighting the nonbiting characteristic of male mosquitoes and stating that, “Humans don’t do anything, Oxitec male mosquitoes do all the work.”
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However, this article has shown that implementing this genetic approach requires not only modifying mosquito bodies but also managing their encounters. By examining how these insects established ambivalent relations with the humans with whom they interacted—biofactory workers rearing them, scientists promoting them, residents living with them—I have shown how nonencounters create value. This adapts Haraway’s concept of encounter value, which accounts for the value-making process in experiential “engagements across difference.” Following Haraway, environmental geographer Jamie Lorimer writes, “encounter value describes the value that accrues from multispecies encounters, recognizing the agency (even perhaps the labor) of other life-forms.” In the case of transgenic mosquitoes, however, scientists, workers, and residents encountered these mosquitoes (and molded them to encounter their wild counterparts) under the premise that these would result in a severing of relations; an intimacy motivated by distance—these contrasting human-mosquitoes encounters generate what I called nonencounter value.

This nonencounter value also yields another transformation: the response-ability of humans toward mosquitoes. In response to Haraway’s call for response-ability—the ability to respond and share the suffering—toward other beings, STS scholar Uli Beisel has asked what it means to be “polite” with “dangerous species,” such as mosquitoes and the pathogens they transmit? For Beisel concern should orbit around “ending [human] suffering”—not sharing it. She argues that response-ability toward mosquito-beings is still possible but that “the interesting question is not so much if we should or should not kill. The more relevant questions are rather concerned with how do we kill, who is the we, and how do we react to the mosquito’s response?”

In deploying transgenic *A. aegypti*, humans no longer have to engage in and respond to the killing of mosquitoes; that is, the response-ability shifts, delegated from humans to the mosquitoes themselves. Transgenic *A. aegypti*, turned into a technology of disease control through genetic modification, embody the promise of encountering their own species and delivering nonencounters to humans. As these genetically modified mosquitoes are released into streets, as they are cared for in the biofactory, and as they are conscripted into performing “nonbites,” humans become without mosquitoes. To become without entails relationally experiencing (the potential of) absence and distance as valuable. To adapt Haraway’s formulation: becoming without happens in a contact zone where the outcome—that is, where who is not in the world—is at stake.

77. Lorimer, *Wildlife in the Anthropocene*, 155; see also Nash, “Breed Wealth.” For analyses focused on the commodification and marketization of encounter value, see Barua, “Lively Commodities and Encounter Value”; Pütz, “Making Companions.”
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